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U.S. planes pound
Cambodian rebels
SAIGON i AIM American B52s and
Kilt swing-wing lighter-bombers
pounded insurgent forces yesterday in
some of the heaviest air attacks of the
Cambodian war. I" S
sources

reported
Every available B52 in Southeast
Asia participated in the massive
bombings apparently designed to beal
Cambodia's Khmer Rouge rebels and
their North Vietnamese allies into
accepting a peace settlement, the
official American sources added

Senate
meeting

Newtphoto by Tim Scotny
Students from Margaret.a Local Schools in Cattalia, O til in on yesterday s
Faculty Senate mooting, at tonato members discuss the distribution of intercollegiate granti-m-aid between men and women. A retolution asking for
changet in the current dittribution procedure wat tabled and tent to a
committee for ttudy.

Funding motion tabled
The University Faculty Senate
tabled a motion yesterday calling for a
more equitable distribution ot intercollegiate grants-in aid between men
and women
The retolution. initialed by l)r John
Greene associate professoi ol psj
• chologj asked that
•Funds lor special recreational
activities lor men and women be distributed equitably.
■Programs for intramurals [or
women be lunded on the same basis as
intramural sports lor men.
The University community no
longer tolerate distributing athletic
grants-in-aid solely to men
THE RESOLUTION stated that
during the linancial year 1972-73 241

men were awarded such grants, but
none were awarded to women This oh
viOUS inequity should be abandoned
Dr Marvin Kumler associate proFessoi ol psychology, began debate on
the resolution saying the Senate Kxecu
live Committee I SEC > was told women
athletic teams had chosen not to go
inter-collegiate and therelore were not
asking tor budgeting in the same way
as the men
Agnes I'ooley professor of physical
education and recreation moved the
resolution be tabled since "ambivalence exists' along the lines of
grantsin-aid and should be "thrashed
out "
The resolution was tabled and sent to
a committee to be studied It will be
brought before the senate for a vote at

I later time
The senate also voiced approval ol
the Equal Rights Amendment approved March 28 by the Ohio House ol
Representatives when it adopted a
resolution urging the stale senate to
support it i the amendment I in order to
put Ohio among the truly progressive
and democratic states
IN OTHER ACTION. Hill Arnold
Student Body Organization president
asked the senate to adhere to the code
of ethics adopted at the last meeting
IV also announced that nominations
were being taken until April 18 for the
Distinguished Teaching Award He
said this year, for the first time,
faculty members are also permitted to
make nominations

THE
WIDE-RANGING
aerial
assault was reported to extend beyond
tactical support for Cambodian
government ground tones and
suggested a new turn in ihe three yeai
wat
The Uimhing got under way Monday
night and continued until shortly after
dawn yesterday the sources said The
Pentagon
spokesman
said
in
Washington, however, that then has
been no dramatic change m the last
few days in Ihe bombing level
We have had ,i majot effort lor
some lime
he added
without
disclosing the number of attacks

HANOI RADIO denounced the
attacks as a ' criminal act against the
innocenl Cambodian people' and
warned the United Stales of
dangerous consequences
Senior I1 S officials in Cambodia
expressed belief the Communists think
they are on the brink of victory, and
consequently see no point in peace
negotiations

"TheCommunists m Cambodia think
time is on their side and that it will
bring them complete victory." said
one senior U.S official in Phnom I'enh
Our bombing aims to persuade them
thai they could be wrong
THE SOURCES compared the
massive raids in Cambodia to the
bombardment of Hanoi and I'aiphong
lasl December That intense bombing
was designed to force the North
Vietnamese into accepting a peace

Athletic vs. academic grants
By Mary Wey
Staff Reporter
Is the University more concerned
about its academic image or its
athletic image''
Some Faculty Senate members say it
appears the athletic image is more
important because of the large amount
of giant- in .mi
intercollegiate
activities receives
On March 6. Faculty Senate tackled
the issue by passing a motion asking
that expenditures for academic grants
match expenditures for athletic grants
THE MOTION was nol the first
attempt by Faculty Senate to stabilize
scholarship expenditures On May Ml.
1972. a similar resolution was passed,
but never implemented
Dr John Greene, associate professor
of psychology, initiated the motion
which passed March 6 and said Monday
he won't let the matter die" as long
as he is a member of the senate.
While gathering data on financial aid
granted to students. Dr Greene said he
was shocked to see the large imbalance
existing between athletic and
academic grants
Of the 1498.343 spent for financial aid
based on merit in 1972-73.1328.517 went
to partial and full athletic grants while
remaining money went to academic
grants

Dr. Greene said he doesn't know if
the senate's motion will accomplish
anything" immediately, but he said it
should dictate a change within the next
few years
IF THE STUDENTS feel the same as
Faculty Senate does on the matter it
will demand a change." he said
Dr Michael Doherty. professor of
psychology, said during a FacultySenate meeting there is a lack of
concern for academic excellence" at
the University
He said the University should be
putting as much money toward
academic grants as toward athletic
grants
Dr Greene said the University's
faculty is starting to take another look
at its values and beginning to place
intercollegiate athletics lower on the
priority list
This is shown by the senates
majority vote on the motion. Dr
Greene said
I believe that in the 21st century
inter'collegiate athletics will exist only
in backwater areas in the United
States, he said
The other side of the issue is argued
by University Athletic Director. Dick
Young
YOUNG SAID he would like to see an
increase in academic grants-in-aid as

suggested by the senate, but not at
the expense of our program."
According to Young, the financial aid
figures i shown below i are misleading
and athletic grants should not be listed
under awards based on merit.
Intercollegiate
athletics is an
auxiliary service, not an academic
service and therefore should not be
classified in an academic area, he said
By being an auxiliary service, the job
of intercollegiate athletics is to make
money-to generate income for the
University. Young said
By giving athletic grants, the
University
is making
money.
Academic grants do not generate any
income, he said
Young said intercollegiate athletics
could become an academic servicewhich would mean less competition
and fewer leagues--bul the "University
doesn't want it."
THE UNIVERSITY is telling
athletics on one hand "to make
money
and at the same time is
saying, "you cost loo much." he said
Young said most of the money used
to pay for athletic grants comes from
contributions and the Falcon Club
Pe suggested that academic areas of
the University look for contributions
from outside sources as a way of
increasing their grants-not by taking
money from athletic grant receivers
Young said, the only way to solve the

debate over grants to athlete- and
priorities is for the University to
decide under which category intencnllegiate activities tails as an auxiliary
or an academic service
Until then, comparing both athletic
and academic grants-in-aid under the
category of awards based on merit is
like comparing apples and oranges.
Young said
As an auxiliary service, we have to
spend money to make money.' he said.

agreement in Vietnam
The United States has about 200 1152
bombers on Ouam and in Thailand and
normally about 60 per cent of them are
operational at any one time Each ol
the eight-engine aircraft carries Ml
tons of bombs
U s air attacks have concentrated
on Communist tones edging closer to
the capital of I'hnom I'enh and
isolating it from the rest of the country
by cutting off highways leading into II
CONTINUED AMERICAN bombing
has raised a storm in the I'S
Congress, where critics ol the Nixon
administration have questioned the
President's authontv to continue

bombing now that U S troops are out
Of Vietnam
The Khmer Rouge are nominally
headed by the onetime chief of state.
Prince Norodom Sihanouk who now
lives in Peking The insurgents have
about 40 000 combat troops in the field
They are trained supplied and led
down to platoon level by North
Vietnamese, of whom there are about
23.000 In the country
Hanged against them are about
180000 government troops But the
army and administration are plagued
by corruption and there has been
mounting discontent against Premier
I.on Nol a- ,i result of rising prices and
general war weariness

Nixon pledges
Viet assistance
s.\N CLEMENTE. Calif 1AP1
President Nixon and President Nguyen
Van Thieu threatened vigorous reac
lions" against Communist cease lnc
violations yesterday as Nixon promised
substantial postwar economic aid for
South Vietnam
Hut the communique crowning two
days "I summit talks at the Western
White House made no specific pledge
ni renewed u s military intervention
and gave no specific dollar figure for
what it termed an "adequate and substantial' economic aid program
THE PRESIDENTS of the nations
allied in a decade of war also pledged
in farewell remarks that they would
make full joint efforts to consolidate
Ihe fragile Indochina peace
Thieu came to Nixon s oceanside
compound seeking a guarantee that the
United Stales would intervene militarily in response to any blatant violations ot the cease-fire agreement
signed two months ago
In the 1.500-word communique
Nixon ruled out none of his options But
the document did not contain a precise
guarantee of renewed U.S. military
involvement
THE TWO LEADERS, meeting less
than a week after the United States formally ended its military mission in
South Vietnam, said thev viewed with

great concern infiltrations of men and
weapons in sizeable numbers from
North \ iclnaiii into South Vietnam
They declared ' actions which would
threaten the basis for the agreement
signed in Paris would call for appropriately vigorous reactions
The ceasefire, especially its provisions on military forces and supplies
iiuisi he faithfully implemented if
prospects for B peaceful settlement are
to be assured." the communique said
It added that Nixon told Thieu that
the United States views violations of
any provision of the agreement with
great and continuing concern."
NIXON AND Thieu. before making
their linal farewells, made brief statements to reporters Nixon said he and
Thieu seek a peace which we all hope
will be the wave of the future." He
added, referring to the communique
pledge of continued U.S. economic
assistance: "You can be sure that we
stand with you."
Thieu declared that the summit
marks an end and a beginning"-the
end of a difficult period for both nations and the starting point for seeking
what Nixon has called a generation of
peace for the whole world
The two presidents walked side by
side to the helicopter that took Thieu to
San Diego

AWARDS BASED ON MERIT
Number
Granted
Alumni Merit Scholarships
Book Scholarships
President's Achievement Scholarships
Special Talent Grants-Art
Special Talent Grants-Athletic
Special Talent Grants-Music
Special Talent Grants-Speech
Totals

Amount

Mean

14
320
22
13
241
103
26

$10,920
138.400
117.175
$10,243
$328,517
173.999
$19,089

$780
$120
$780
$787
$1,363
$718
$734

739

$498 343
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International
Lounge

The International lounge, transformed into a coffeehouse atmosphere, give*
American and foreign students the opportunity to meet and exchange views.
The informol discussion sessions, promoted by the Wodd Student Association,
will continue every Tuesday ond Thursday this quarter. Entertainment wM be
featured by various ethnic groups.

ftatel/ThoBONew., W«Jn.«Joy Ap„|4 1 973

eorreRiaLg
messy affair
The Nixon administration s antics during the Watergate
affair cannot be tolerated
President Richard Nixon calmly reassures us.
I have
nothing to hide. I have nothing to hide I repeal that I have
nothing to hide..."
Convicted conspirator James W McCurd tells a different
story.
The former security coordinator of the Committee Im the
Re-Election of the President testified that some ol I'resident
Nixon's closest advisors were fully aware and approved of
breaking in and bugging the Democratic National Committee
headquarters last June
In addition. McCord has implicated a mess) cast ol Nixon
people in the case These include former attorney general
John Mitchell: presidential White House duel ol stall I' It
I'aldeman presidential chief legal counsel John Dean III
former presidential counsel Charles Colson: and former
White I'nu.sc aide and current assistant to the Secretary of
Commerce Jeb Stuart Magruder
Acting FBI director I.. Patrick Gray III tops this impressive
cast .with alleged accusations of sending top secret Kill files
on Watergate to some of the above mentioned aides
In short. Watergate appear* to be the worst scandal in
effect an entire presidential administration since Warren t;
I'arding's famed Teapot Dome scandal, which imprisoned
a member of his cabinet and forced two aides in resign
The American people, in awaking from a post campaign
lethargy, are beginning to realize the seriousness ol
Watergate
We must not stop here but must demand a lair and
comprehensive investigation and attempt to establish a
respectable administration.

wrong target
The Women's Equity Action League 1WKAI.1 is aiming for
the wrong target in its latest complaint fiM with the U.S.
Department of Health. Education and Welfare i I JKVt i
WEAL is charging this University and 24 other schools with
illegally discriminating against women because they
"sponsor" chapters of Phi Delta Kappa: a professional
education society limited to men.
WEAL is right to challenge a'society that prohibits women
from sharing in its professional benefits solely because of
their sex.
But to attack Phi Delta Kappa through the universities
where its chapters are located is an unnecessary and time
consuming detour.
WEAL should direct its energies to specific groups that are
actually discriminating against women.
Its latest complaint only attacks a vague middleman and
does nothing to insure that Phi Delta Kappa and similar
discriminatory groups will correct their policies

brondo-indian savior?
By William F. Buckley Jr.
Marlon Hrando decided to go to
Wounded Knee.
We got that intelligence originally
from Miss Shasheen Littlefeather
herself, who. representing the Native
American Affirmative Image Committee, declined Mr Brando's Oscar
for him A Native American is an
Indian, for those of you who came in
after the 17th century.
Il isn't clear what Brando s mission
in Wnunded Knee is to be. but it is clear
lhal he is on the side of the Indians - on
the grounds that Indians have been
mistreated by the movies
MARLON BRANDO wears the
moroseness of the human race heavily
on his shoulders It is a lucky accident
ol nature that in the past he has been
laconic not only on the screen but off it
One wonders whether he is now
casting ofl his inhibitions, even as he
did his pants, in his last movie,
resolving to become Mr Jane Fonda.
One social encephalophone from
Polly wood is rather a lot as it is and
one can only hope therefore that on
reaching Wounded Knee. Brando will
have buried himself deeply there, and
be adopted by the Oglala Siouxs. whom
he can instruct in the devil-law of the
white man
Brando's Oscar was for his portrayal
of The Codfather". the Mafia head
who looked after his family and friends
by shooting and torturing those who
SIIMHI in his way
I HAVF. NOT seen any picture at the
expense of savage American Indians
which goes much lurther than "The
Godfather" does against predatory
Italians, but Brando has solved that
probl
You see. the Mafia are
simply typical Americans
Pere is Brando on the point during a
recent interview
"I think (The
Godfather I is about the corporate
mind In a way. the Mafia is the best
example "i capitalists we have Don
Corleooe is just any ordinary
American business magnate who is
trying to do the best he can for the
group he represents and for his
family
lion l.'orleone, you will remember, is
the Godfather whose agents slaughter
agents ol a competing family with

machine guns, knives, garrotes and
poison Just the way Colonel Sanders,
the corporate magnate, treats other
people who try to sell fried chicken.
Brando is anxious that you should
thoroughly understand his point and if
he had difficulties in making it during
the interview, it must have been
because Miss Littlefeather wasn't
there to help him out.
LOOK. HE SAID. I think the tactics
the Don used aren't much different
from those General Motors used
against Ralph Nader ."
The Don executed his rivals and
tossed them into the East River
General Motors sent someone to follow
Ralph Nader around, and for its pains
paid several hundred thousand dollars
to Nader for invading his privacy
But the distinction blurs in the
inflamed ninny-mind of our morose
activist "unlike
some
corporate
heads." Brando went on. "Corleone
has an unwavering loyalty for the
people that have given support to him
and his causes and he takes care of his
own."
IN OTHER WORDS, there is in fact
a difference between the Mafia and

THE NATIVE AMERICAN Image
Committee requires that the nonNative American Image Committee
acquiesce in suggesting that American
businessmen and American statesmen
are to be compared to the Mafia
The Indians, whom Brando has
befriended, have suffered a great deal
from the white man. It may be true
that we have been parsimonious in our

compensation to the Indians, but if so;
we treated Napoleon a lot worse
Jefferson paid Napoleon fifteen
million dollars for the Louisiana
Territory, and over the years, for parts
of the same territory, we would pay the
Indians a further 300 million, whiob
would suggest, by such reckonings as
Brando is capable of understanding
that we are twenty times as antfFrench as anti-Indian
And anyway we are in taci listening
carefully to minority claims
NOT LONG AGO a suit was filed in
federal court in Denver againsl the
United States by 28 descendants ol
early Mexican grant holders Their
lawyer, a former United States
attorney for Colorado is no ordinary
nut
A reasonable man. he has
indicated a willingness to settle with
the United Stales for one trillion
dollars
Will Brando file a brief amices
curiae'' The poor Indians They have
suffered so much They should be
spared the patronage of Marlon
Brando
Wothmf MM St«f-Ki«f F«olur*« Syndicate

opinion

bicycle paths advocated
By Michael E. Sklaarr
Guest Columnlit
Pave you ever had the horrifying
experience of nearly being splil in half
by the paper thin tires of a ten-speed
bicycle while leisurely strolling from
your 8 00 class7
Pave you ever had the experience of
being the rider of that bicycle, riding
down a narrow sidewalk crowded with
students - dodging, veering, stopping,
etc until you finally give up and decide
to leave your trusty two wheeler at
home and walk to classes tomorrow
(even though you do live two miles
from campus >?
Or, have you ever been the victim of
the super-narrow Ridge Street - either
the cars have pushed you completely
off the road or your front tire has
ended up in one of Bowling Green's
outdated grated storm sewers, which
are turned paraded to the curb''
I HAVE EXPERIENCED all three
of these situations and feel that it is
about time that some type of provision
be made for the Bowling Green bicycle
rider

IMArt TNI LAST OF THE PRISONERS . . . NOW, WHERE'S ALL THI MONEY TO REBUILD
NORTH VIETNAM?'

American businessmen The Mafia are
more loyal
"(Don Corleone) is a man of deep
principle and the natural question
arises as to how such a man can
countenance the killing of people"
Well, that question does arise, doesn t
it?
But Brando will give you the answer
in case you didn't learn it at college.
"But the American government does
the same thing for reasons that are not
much different from those of the
Mafia."
Thus the Mafia's motives in killing
and torturing for profit are to be
compared
with the American
government's motives in Vietnam,
which venture cost us about 200 billion
dollars and got us as profit but we
must not cavil.

There are currently 9.500 according
to B.G City Police, registered bicycles
in the city ol Bowling Green ithe vast
majority
among
the student
population! This certainly represents
a large enough number for some kind
of special provisions to be made for the
bicycle rider i If you doubt this figure
just take a good look at the number of
bicycles in front of any dorm I.
Most major college towns i including
O.U.. OS U . M.S.U.. and Cleveland
State I have made some type of bike
path i separate path of about eight feet
in width, solely for bicycle travel!,
bike way i existing roads designed by
signs as heavily traveled by bicycles!.

or bike lane i marked lanes in the
street which are reserved for bicycles
only i
The University of Michigan tat Ann
Arbor), for example, currently has
street bikeways within the limits of the
campus as well as throughout the
entire city On April 2 the citizens of
Ann Arbor voted on a bond issue would
iif passed) provide the city with 91
miles of bike path network i sponsored
by the Ann Arbor Bicycle League I
IT IS MY HOPE that Bowling Green
will respond to this growing need as did
the citizens of Ann Arbor and several
other cities throughout the country
i including Clearwater Florida.
Milwaukee. Arlington. Va . and many
other cities I
The basic argument of citizens
against such proposed bike paths is
usually lhat they are economically
unpractical for the small number of
potential users
What they fail to see is that if and
when the paths are provided, an
increase in the bike-riding population

so they say
Indiana Senator Birch Bayh
commeated on L. Patrick Gray, actlag
FBI director, alter Gray's actions
were implied in the Watergate case:
"We need to feel a bit of pity in our
hearts for Mr Gray. With friends like
he has in the White Pouse. he doesn't
need anv enemies "

will be produced
many more people
will ride bicycles to work Ihe cornel
store etc when the) ma) not ha\<
before for fear of the traffic on the
route which they would have to navel,
i Such an increase has happened in all
of the above listed cities
most
markedly in Clearwater i
In a town the size of Bowling Green
there is no reason why Ihe y.i-i
majority of able citizens could nol ride
bikes to work and virtually any oth*)
place in town The lime factor is
usually in the bievcler s favor -- by the
time a car goes through the traitic and
the hassle of finding a parking place.
the bike rider has probably put in five
minutes of work or read Ihe lirsl
couple of articles in The BG News'
IN RESPONSE to this growing need
I am attempting to establish an
organization similar to the Ann \rbor
Bicycle League in Bowling Green
i tentatively
called
The
United
Peddlarsoi Bowling Green, or UPBG
If you are interesled i you don't have to
be a bike rider ■- jusi a concerned
student and or citizen' please gel in
contact with me
Besides working for
bicyclers
rights." we can sponsor hikes lours
for charity, etc I this is much the same
function
ol
the
Ann
Arbor
organization!
Just imagine a town with bicyclers
outnumbering motorists ten to one I ihe
reverse of the present situation!-fresh
air. healthy human beings
and
tremendous economic savings i you can
buy a good bicycle for around sixty to
eighty dollars and hase saved at leas'!!
that much on gasoline in a year si
time!
Don't let our legs go the way of our>
appendix Join the United Peddlers of"
Rowling Green

opinion
THe BG news

profit dictates food industry

An Independent Student Voice
Editorial Staff

The Msswlag li the llni ol a iwopan series aa lead M.stry practices.
PSM Twa wW aaaeer at Thanday's

ByJrt.Cor.Uloa
Geest Caramels!
.Most people in this country are
probably unaware ol the rise of a
relatively new political power in the
Hailed Slates and the extent of its
Ml verier
I am speaking of the food manufacturing and processing . industry
which Sidney Margolius in'his book
"The Great American Food Hoax."
claims has considerable effectively
stalemated attempts made by
Congress and the FDA to stop the
gradual erosion of nutritional qualitv in
foods
TUt: FOOD INDUSTRY'S major
concern is St get the consumer's food
dollars and cat down on their expenses
To attract the consumer, they put
billons of dollars Into advertising

packaging
new product experimentation,
artificial
flavoring
artificial coloring, and sugar and salt
saturation both of which have spices
which have been shown to have semi
addictive dietary qualities
They reduce their costs by taking
advantage of the average consumer s
lack of nutritional expertise and
cutting corners on the health giving
properties of their plastic products
An industry lhat spends five cents on
breakfast cereal packaging and only
pays four cents to the tanner is not
concerned either with nutrition, the
larmer the consumer, or the natural
and social ecology ol this country
Their one concern is profit
THERE ARK NO rules in their
game, no social or moral considerations, no pride in one's product, no
plan for the future There is only one
law the law of instant profit-the
mentality of rape and plunder They
want to make a killing and they are
succeeding

In their search for profit, they have
had either to overwhelm or enlist the
aid of their potential critics In that
regard they have been successful in
bringing
several
governmental
agencies under their wing
Sidney Margolius writes that under
recent administrations, the U.S.
department of agriculture has become
an apologist for the high food industry
Pe writes. The USDA has become
Ihe
Pentagon of
the food
industry With farmers angry and
threatening almost every year to
withhold milk, livestock and other
foods from the market, who do you
suppose the USDA has been blaming
for the problem''
"The government actually has taken
to blaming Ihe consumers In 1968. then
Agriculture Secretary Orville
Freeman said. For many years the
farmer has in effect been subsidizing
the consumer with low-cost food.' "
THE REAL beneficiaries of low
farm prices have beer, the manufacturers and distributors They are

the ones the farmer has been
subsidizing "
We see the influence of the food
industry in the recent administration's
mock wars against rising food prices
The Food and Drug Administration,
supposedly a consumer protection
agency, has, in recent years, expressed
more concern about the negative
effects its actions might have on the
business community than it has on the
positive effect its actions would have
upon the consumer
Touching upon another facet of the
food industry's influence. Margolius
writes. "Never underestimate the
clout of the food-industry lobby,
whether a Republican or Democratic
administration is in power."
"When President Nixon took office.
Bryce Harlow. the Washington loboyist
for Procter & Gamble, joined the
White House staff There was an even
trade. Mike Manatos. administrative
assistant to both President Johnson
and President Kennedy, joined Procter
& Gamble's Washington office
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Nixon veto sustained

Rehabilitation bill down
WASHINGTON lAPl President Nixon won his
first spending clash with
Congress yesterday when
the Senate sustained his veto
of a $2 6-billion bill for rehabilitating the handicapped
The Senate mustered a 6036 majority in favor of overriding the veto but it was
four vote) short of the twothirds majority needed No
House vote was taken since
both Houses must override

make it easier to sustain
later vetoes
Only 10 Republicans
deserted Nixon on the vote
while five Democrats
including Sen
John I.
McClellan iD-Ark », chair
man of the appropriations
committee voted with the
administration
The
importance ol
upholding Nixon on this lire)
test was stressed by Sen

HOUSE SPEAKER Carl
Albeit and Senate Majority
Leadei Mike Mansfield both
expressed disappointment at
the Senate vote hut said they
would go ahead with the plan
on other bills

Southern

John and Jimmy K«ll«r, visiting o wild gmi ..fug. a* Antonvilk, N.C., throw
corn to Canadian goot*. The untamed birds go to tho AntonvilU otea in eotly
fall to es<ape tho bitter winter ol thoir nativo habitat, and usually leave by
April 1.

comfort

However,
jubilant
Republican leaders said
the) thought the Senate vote
had given Nixon a clear-cut
edge in the budget battle
with Congress that would

Liddy to serve additional term
his conviction for conspiracy, burglary and wiretapping of the Democratic
party headquarters in the
election campaign last year
V S District Court judge
John Sirica had ordered
Liddy to talk freely before
the grand jury after being
granted
immunity
from
prosecution
However, a transcript
read in court vesterdav of

WASHINGTON lAPl The judge in the Watergate
case sentenced G liordon
Liddy to an additional 18
months in jail yesterday for
refusing to obey a federal
judge s order to talk about
the Watergate case to a
grand jury
Liddy must serve the contempt sentence before
beginning the prison term of
six to 20 vears imposed on

Students arrested
on drug charges
Three University students were arrested Monday
tollowing a narcotics raid at their North Church Street
apartment
James D Fowler, sophomore (B.A.I, and George S
Williams junior iB A I. were charged with possession ol
narcotics for sale, possession ol hallucinogens, and keeping
a dwelling for use of narcotics
Warren J F.ggly sophomore ill A I. was charged with
possession ol narcotics for sale and keeping a dwelling lor
use of narcotics

elections
The investigating commit
lee meantime acting to
plug a Hood ol leaked information, said it will hold no
iiiuie secret sessions with

convutcd Watergate spj
James W McCordJr
All
further
interviews
with McCord will he con
ducted by the committee
stall at undisclosed tunes
and places with a view to
beginning open hearings
within todays to two weeks,
a committee spokesman
said

WASHINGTON
Delense Elliot
vesterdav that
Fonda's remark
are
hypocrites
egregious insult

lAPl
Secretary of
I. Richardson said
movie actress Jane
that American POWs
and liars
was an
to all Of our returning

prisoners "
Richardson appearing before a House
appropriations
subcommittee on
delense was asked by Rep Louis
w \nian iR-NH i for his response to
Fonda s statement in a Los Angeles
television station interview last Friday
Richardson said he had personally
Visited with 35 to 40 returned prisoners
from Vietnam and their integrity and
honesty were apparent to htm

Price controls
WASHINGTON (API
The House
Hanking Committee yesterday voted 21
to II to roll back food prices to their
levels ol May 1. 1972. but part of the support came from toes as a strategy move
So the House may reverse the action
Most Republican members of the com
inittee voted lor the food price amendment proposed by Rep Frank Annunzio
iD-lll l after Rep Garry Grown iR-

By Louise Cook
Associated Press Writer
The meat industry began
vesterdav to feel the pinch
ol the nationwide consumer
boycott
as
wholesalers
reported layoffs and supermarkets said sales were
declining
It's beginning to look like
the) mean business * said
one store manager
Consumers said they were
determined to stick to their
guns
No meat foi my family
until after the boycott,
however long it may be."
said a shopper in Detroit
AN ASSOCIATED Press
survey showed the man in
the middle-the wholesaler-

was hardest hit by the
boycott that stalled Sunday
iii an effort to force down
rising meal prices
Robert Miller, head ol the
Union Packing Co in Los
Angeles said some retailers
have stopped all heel orders
J J
Hodnque/
head of
Meat Cutters Local 163 ol
Los Angeles said 35(1 union
members had been laid oil
Union leaders in Philadelphia said about 300 meal
cutters had been laid oft and
several hundred others were
working shorter hours
We're afraid this situation
could worsen.'' said Leon I)
Schacler. area national vice
president of the Amalgamated Meatcutters and
Butcher Workmen's Union

PLAYBOY RUSH
PARTY
featuring:
Jake McCabe
Diana Theta and The Chi-ettes
The Temp-Chi-o's
Bunnies-Go-Go-Girls
Refreshments

IWALTJDISNEY

B<
-.COMWAV.ww.VtNCENTo.AMOS ■
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WASHINGTON IAPI - Secretary of
Defense Klliut 1. Hichardson said yesterday the United Stales would have to
consider "reintroduction of US air support' if Hanoi launched another massive
invasion of South Vietnam
Hut he said such an invasion is unlikely
and that he believes South Vietnamese
forces <ould defend themselves against
anything short of that without U.S. help

Anti-lottery
COLUMBUS i AH I - Ohioans Against
the Lottery Tax officially launched its
campaign against the issue on the May
ballot yesterday, quickly picking up a
convert
House Minority Leader Charles F
Kurfess (H-83 Perrysburgl met with
anti-lottery leader Dr Paul Minus on
the south steps of thecapitol
After accepting the first of 14.000
packets with material against a lottery.
Kurfess said he saw no need for one in
Ohio.

Tonight-8:30-11:30 P.M.
President's Lounge - Ice Arena

There
were
some
Indications that prices were
down-for the moment at
least
Consumers Cooperative,
headquartered in Berkeley.
Calif . said meat prices in
its eight stores would be
rolled back 15 per cent-

•

STORE spokesmen said
meat sales were down Don
Richards, manager of the
meat department at Shaw's
Supermarket in Portland.
Maine, said meat purchases
were olf 60 per cent

Co-op meat buyer Leonard
Krkkdi said the cut means
that the consumer-owned
chain will sell meat at a loss
until packers drop their
prices

HEY
PODNERS!
Wednesday is
Dollar Day

25th Annual

OWN'

Air support

government s price ceilings
on these dressed beel prices
The two factions leave
no room for a company with
our operating responsibilities to function in a
worthwhile
economical
I ash ion

"WE FEEL that meal is
100 high lor our own
members but we don I feel
the remedy is the boycoit
We can I support it Wed
cut our own throat
l.eroy
A
Pughes
principal officer ol the
company, said the firm was
caught in the middle
iM'tween farmers who are
being tough and holding firm
to the prices they want" and
buyers who are tough and
holding firm lo what they
will pay in addition to the

PROUDLY PRESENT THEIR

i

Mich < declared it a strategic move
Annunzio's amendment was added lo a
bill that would freeze prices, rent and interest rales at their levels of March 16.
1973

Boycott pinches meat industry

THETA CHI

STARRING B.G.S.U.'s

I PUS Shsnn Eve. at MS *s*M9ErS FUTWTTE "SAJWM"
TMBMY B STUDOIT HOfT-'l.OO, LB. KIND

Jane Fonda

THE BROTHERS OF

WILL SPEAK ON
INSTRUCTIONAL MEDIA
FOR CLASSROOMS
7:30 P.M. TONIGHT
ALUMNI ROOM UNION
STUDENT EDUCATION ASSOCIATION

\m£Mi&

BOTH THE grand jury
and a Senate investigating
. ommittee have been trying
to determine
whether
others besides those convicted were involved in the
Watergate
incident
\
Republican member ol the
committee
Sen
Lowell
Weicker
IIConn I, told
newsmen that 'it would be
quite propel
foi While
House Chiet ol Stall I1 If
I'aldcman to Offer his resig
nation to President Nixon
Weickei has said he personally believes I'aldemaii
knew both the men and poll
Cles behind the wiretapping
of
Democratic
National
Committee headquarters in
the
Watergate
office
building late June

WEICKER SAID persons

DR. KEITH DOELLINGER

HELD OVER 3rd BIG WEEK

do himself he has to
accept
responsibility
as
chief of stall It has resulted
in occurrences not part of
the normal processes of

involved in the case have
told him we just didn't do
anything without checking
with Mr Haldeman
Weicker was asked if he
believes the President
should fire his chief aide and
he replied
It's not propel for Mr
Nixon to sit there and do
what Mr Haldeman should

THE THREE, all of whom live at 135 N Church St.. were
released on their own recognizance lollowing an appearance
in Bowling Green Municipal Court Monday Their cases
were continued until April 9
According to Police Lt Donald G Wilcox. officers of the
Bowling Green Police Department and agents of"lhe Toledo
Metropolitan Drug Cnit obtained a search warrant for the
apartment Saturday
The occupants of the apartment were not at home at the
time of the search and warrants were issued for their
arrest
Police reportedly confiscated about three pounds of
marijuana in the raid

I

one session before the grand
jury showed that Liddy
claimed his Fifth Amend
incnl right -ii least :<2 limes

The vetoed bill would have
authorized $2 6 billion over a
three-period for continuing
and expanding a program of
grants to the states for basic
rehabilitation services and
launching a new program of
grants for the severely
handicapped

GRIFFIN predicted that
if the Senate overrode, it
would lead to passage ol
other bills that would
increase spending S50 billion
over Nixon's budget
The rehabilitation bill
would have no actual niuuct

newsnoTes

to pan a vetoed bill
The rehabilitation bill was
the first ol a dozen bills
pocket vetoed by Nixon last
year
after
Congress
adjourned which Demo
cratic congressional leaders
had hoped to override

on the budget since It
merely authorizes programs
and sets spending ceilings

Robert l> (Jriffin iR-Mich.).
the GOP whip who led the
Senate floor fight for the
administration

1/4 lb. Western

CHEESEBURGER PLATTER
(cole slaw & french fries)

and a Coke®
$

Reg. 1.34

Good Apr. 4 only

/Rvx

$

1.00

Roy Rogers
Restaurant

^ RESTAURANT

300 E. Wooster
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Offices, posfffons open

Meeting to feature

SBO goal: involvement
Getting students involved
in the Student Body Organization {SBO) and making
the organization as visible
as possible" are the most
important goals (or SBO this
quarter. SBO President Bill
Arnold said yesterday.
He said people will be
distributing handouts this
week in front of the
University Union and also
sending them to resident
advisors (RAs) to inform
students that between 50-75
positions are open on
University committees and
in SBO off ices
APPLICATIONS will be
available this week in 405
Student Services Bldg for
those positions
Arnold said he and Denny
I'eline. junior iB.A.I and
SBO coordinator for
communications, will also
start sending "SBO Notes'
to residence halls twice a
month
SBO will also continue to
use the Hot Sheet' this
quarter. Arnold said
He said the ' Hot Sheet is
another way in which
students can let SBO know
about their
individual
problems

Arnold also said the SBn
Hot Line will be used for
the next two weeks
He said the Hot Line'
involves SBO officers an<l
Steering
Committee
members
telephoning
students to ask them how
SBO can improve its
services.
ABOUT 400 sludcnts will
be called within the next iwo
weeks, he said
In other action. Arnold
said he has MM a proposal
to l)r
David Nev.iTi.in
chairman of Ihe College of
Arts and Sciences Council
asking him t<> allow students
m that college lo waive one
ol the group requirements
There are now live group
requirements foi arts and
sciences majors
\inold
separaled the mathematics
science requirement into
two groups, lo provide MX
groups requirements
tlndei Arnolds proposal
the student could waive one
of the group requirements
However, he "-.nil the
student would still he taking
about the same number ol
credil hours in group
requirements
Arn"td said it is
verv

VICTOR APTS.
NO SECURITY
DEPOSIT NEEDED
V/2 baths
Wall to wall carpet
All utilities paid
(except ind electricity)
Dishwashers

business speaker

hard
to judge the total
value of the group requirements and that we're not
losing Ihe idea of a liberally
educated person by waiving
une ol the requirements

Thomas H. Anderson, a
partner of The Andersons in
Maumee. will speak at the
economics symposium Monday. April 9. at 3 p.m. in 218
Education Bldg
Anderson will discuss "An
Unusual Partnership -the
organization of his company
He is general manager of
the services group with primary responsibilities in
engineering, construction,
machinery fabrication, plant
maintenance, research and
development, personnel and
public relations.

HE SAID his proposal
provides each student with
"flexibility" in choosing his
group requirements
Arnold said the only
disadvantage in the proposal
is that the student would
probably waive an area in
which he is weak
\i nulil said he is also
researching a program now
used Iiv Ihe state ol Illinois
that would provide more
scholarships for University
students
The program would ask
University students to
(-oiii i ilinie $1 per quarter for
scholarships lo outstanding
students.
Kaeh dollar contributed
by students would be
matched by ihe state

\A/ipCOUf!

'InnisfoiT flies through the air and lands on his h»od, having
thrown his jockey Neville Bush during the running of the
Ubique Maiden Hunters steeple chase at Kempton Park,
England. Neither horse or jockey were injured.

ANDERSON graduated
magna cum laude from the
College of Agriculture.
Michigan State University.
He is a member of the
University
Development
Council and the board of
trustees of the Medical
College of Ohio at Toledo
Foundation.

Company to build plant here
(Hi Council Monday night
announced the Lalrobe Steel
lo A ill build a SI million
plant in Howling Green
industrial park
Council said it will begin
lo sell revenue iMinds to
build Ihe plant The city will

Offenhauer
Folk Concert
presenting

MARANATHAI
Saturday
April 7

NOW LEASING
FOR SUMMER & FALL

8:30-11:00 P.M.I

352-5903 - by appointment only

rREt Admission

Towers
Main Lounge

SIGMA NU HAS SOMETHING TO
OFFER EVERY MAN - COME SEE
WHAT WE HAVE FOR YOU TONIGHT
FROM 7-9. REFRESHMENTS WILL BE SERVED
ZN - SOUTHEAST CORNER OF NEW
FRATERNITY ROW. LOOK FOR THE
BIG LETTERS ON THE SIDE OF THE HOUSE

1972 ■ 1973
Distinguished Teaching Awards
WHAT: Selection of the outstanding professor in each of 6 divisions within the University.
WHO CAN NOMINATE: Any student,
faculty member or administrator.
TEACHER AWARD QUALIFICATIONS: Must
be a full time faculty member for at least
three years with a minimum of two
sections taught during the preceding FallWinter quarters. It is the responsibility of
the nominator to submit the name of
teachers who meet these standards.
Criteria "A". Effective performance as a
teacher including teaching techniques,
advisement and raport with students.
"B" Enrichment of instruction through
scholarship.
SEND TO: Mark Hammel
c o Student Body Organization
405 Student Services Building

then lease the facility to
Lalrobe. which is obli|(ated
lo pay off the debt
THE NEW PLANT, which
could he under construction
by the end of the month, will
expand I.atrobe's capacity
to serve several markets, inchlding the auto industry.
Precision cast dies, molds
and steel forgings. zinc and
aluminum die castings, plastic rubber and other com-

ponents will be produced
Arthur S
Davis
vice
president of corporate
planning and divisions said
the new plant will emplo)
from 50-60 persons most ol
whom will be recruited
locally
Sales offices and ware
houses are maintained by
Lalrobe in major 11 S and
foreign cities to market Ihe
company's tool steels
vat uum-mellcd aerospace

Now Renting

Fallon Apartments
810 Fifth St.
Furnished

352-8161 mornings

RUSH PARTIES
WEDNESDAY
NIGHT
Pi Kappa Alpha
Phi Kappa Tau
Theta Chi
Sigma Phi Epsilon
Zeta Beta Tau

7-9
7-9
8-10
8-10
7-9

alloys and other products
Reported net sales for 1972
were $52.8 million
COUNCIL WAS also presents! with a study for fire
prevention and control measures in Howling Green
The study said the city
needs only one fire station,
and recommended that it be
located on the east side of
Ihe I'enn t'enlial railroad
tracks preferably at the
i inner ol Thurstin Avenue
and K.ast Court Street
Prepared by the National
Loss Service Corporation in
Long Grove, III the study
also said the city's fire
department is nearly fully
Staffed, and recommended

UAO
Women's
Bowling
League
Begins

April 9th
6:30 p.m.
Sign up
UAO office

thai the city provide more
on the JOD training facilities
IN OTHER ACTION, the
Lester H. Poggemeyer engineering
firm
was
authorized to survey water
and sewer lines in the
second ward
Council also assured tne
Environmental
Protection
Agency that a cost recovery
system will be established
for treating Industrial
wastes in the city.

The presentation is the
sixth in a series of monthly
symposia
in economics
sponsored by Omicron Delta
Epsilon.
economics
honorary society
It is free and open to the
public.
RAUL GARRON. senior
(AfcS), said an economics
club is being formed to
serve as a tool for selfimprovement of students
and as a gate into Omicron
Delta Epsilon
Students can sign up for
the club at the economics
symposium Monday or in the
economics department. 301
Business
Administration
Bldg
Garron said me club is
especially for economics
majors, but othei students
are welcome to j' in.
"We want to make the
tools ol economic theory
available to all students ol
social sciences "
Students must have an
accumulative grade point
average of 2.0. After complying with a 75 per cent
attendance regulation, students will be officially
accepted into the club
"Basically, the club will
study and hear speakers on
crucial areas in economics
The club will help to give
students both knowledge and
something to put on their
resumes." Garron said
He said the club would
work in conjunction with
Omicron Delta Epsilon for
some programs and activities.

WOMEN to sponsor
creative arts program
WOMEN is planning a two-day "Women Create program
to promote women's endeavors in the creative arts
The program, scheduled for April 27 and 28. will be held in
the Grand Ballroom. Union
Creative works in the line arts, performing arts photography, film and dance will be highlighted
WOMEN MAY submit up to five entries A spokeswoman
for WOMEN said sufficient security measures will bo taken
to protect all works.
Free housing will be provided for out-of-town participants
and guests
The show is co-sponsored by the Student Activities Office
For further information, contact Mary Jo I'artwell at 105
S Maple St. or call 352-6081

AEPi

REMEMBER TODAY

'Meet Some Friends'

Martin Luther King Jr. Memorial Service in Prout Chapel
12:00-12:15 P.M.

TONIGHT
7:30-9:30

Hymns Sung by B.G.S.U. Gospel Choir

(old fraternity circle)

Movie: King: Montgomery to Memphis in Room 210
Math/Sci. Bldg. at 7:00 P.M. Admission Free
Everyone is Welcome. Sponsored by Black Student Union

WINTHROP TERRACE SOUTH
DUE TO POPULAR DEMAND WE

7-9

ARE AGAIN OFFERING OUR SPECIAL

TONIGHT

OF A TWO FULL BATH APARTMENT
FOR THE PRICE OF ONE BATH
APARTMENT
COME OVER AND SEE ONE TODAY!
OFFICE AT 400 NAPOLEON RD. - PH. 352-9135
OPEN TILL 8 P.M. M0N.-THUR, TILL 5 FRI., TILL 3 SAT.

ALL INTERESTED
MEN ARE CORDIALLY INVITED.
Refreshments will be served

Pi Kappa Alpha
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A tribute to Dr. Martin Luther King Jr.
By Keuy Wkllc
The year is 1963 and the month is
August
The setting is Washington. DC the
capital of these United States
Assembled in front of the Lincoln
Memorial was a mass of Americans,
more than 250.000 of all races, faiths
and creeds, who participated in the
March on Washington in support of the
Civil Rights movement
In front of the reflecting pond, lined
with a massive throng was a fiery
Baptist minister, who was termed as
the "Moses" of the '60s
DR. MARTIN Luther King Jr.. a
black apostle of Cod. who for more
than 10 years watched his black brothers and sisters suffer many forms of
torture from the hands of the white
man stood over the multitude of
people, preparing to deliver the
greatest and most moving address ever
presented to a national audience.
I have a dream that my four little
children will one day live in a nation
where they will not be judged by the
color of their skin but by the content of
their character
I have a dream today
I have a dream that one day the
state of Alabama, whose governor's
lips are presently dripping with the
words of interposition and nullification,
will be transformed into a situation
where little black boys and black girls
will be able to join hands with little
white boys and white girls and walk together as sisters and brothers
"I HAVE a dream today. I)r King
said with a robust enthusiasm which
seemed to move and captivate the
minds of the attentive Americans
l)r King who started his active
work in trying to obtain equal rights for
I his struggling and deprived race back
I in 1955 with a bus boycott, was the central figure in forming the gigantic
march on the nation's capital
I'e had been to Alabama where the
white man said the black man couldn't
vote and unleashed patrol dogs on protesting blacks who were seeking their
rights
I'e had been to Montgomery where
blacks couldn t eat in the same cafeteria as whites Where blacks couldn't
walk the streets at night without a
hassle
l)r King was part of Black Sundaythe day a black church was bombed in
Birmingham and four young black girls
attending church were killed
HE WAS later placed in a city jail,
where he composed the famous document. The Letter from the Birmingham Jail, -stating his moral philosophy
Then there was Mississippi, the sight
of Medgar Evert' slaying Or the
trouble that engulfed the University of
Mississippi when James Meredith tried
to enroll there for classes
Finally l)r King was in Atlanta
Ga . when a band of nightstalkers
bombed his house

He had been to many places south of
the Mason-Dixon line where hundreds
of blacks were suffering injustices and
no progress was being made in any efforts to bring a turnabout in events
But Dr King had a philosophy of approaching any situation with a non-violent perspective no matter how much
pain he had to endure Pis faith in this
theory which he took from Mahatma
Chandi was the nucleus around which
he based the black man's revolution
"THIS IS our hope This is the faith
with which 1 return to the South With
this faith we will be able to hew out the
mountain of despair With this faith we
will be able to transform the jangling
discords of our nation into a beautiful
svmphony of brotherhood.
With this faith we will be able to
work together to pray together, to
struggle together, to go to jail
together, to stand up for freedom
together, knowing that we will be free
one day
This will be the day when all of
God'l children will be able to sing with
new meaning My country 'tis of thee,
sweet land of liberty, of thee I sing
■" Land where my fathers died, land
of the pilgrim s pride, from every
mountainside, let freedom ring
It took awhile for the black people to
accept l>r King's non violent proposal
and many still were wary of taking the
soft approach in counteracting the
abuse they had suffered
BUT THE prophet who was stoned,
called names and even stabbed stood
by his philosophy until the very last
breath left his body on this same day
five years ago in Memphis. Tenn .
when an assassin gunned him down on
the balcony of his hotel
With the death of this dynamic
leader, the deep-rooted meaning of his
1963 speech brings to light what he was
trying to fight for when he delivered it
10 years ago
A path out ot Die darkness for his
people A step in the right direction
without losing more people .it the
hands of violence
A chance for all men to be able to be
judged by the quality ol their character
and not by the mere foresights "I their
heritage
It was 10 years ago that Dr King led
the sheep to the pasture \l the end ol
the speech. 250.000 people grabbed
hands and sang "We Shall Overcome."
as though the pinnacle of justice would
drive most of the hate and injustice ofl
the face of this earth

"WE AS A PEOPLE will gel to the
Promised Land. King added
When we let freedom ring, when we
let freedom ring from every village and
every hamlet, from every state and
every city, we will be able to speed up
that day when all of God'l children,
black men and white. Jews and (lenliles. Protestants and Catholics will be
able to hold hands and sing in the words
of that old Negro spiritual. Free at
last' Kree at last' Thank Cod almighty, we are free at last!' "

H Afta PROGR.
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Explains role

March 29. 1968- Dr Martin Luther King Jr. explains
his role in a march in downtown Memphis Tenn. at
a news conference. He had come to help organize

support for the striking sanitation workers The
march erupted into violence which left one person
dead and more than 50 injured.

Memphis-o bullet ends a quest
By Kenny White
IV stood on the balcony ol the
Lorraine Motel on Thursday evening
planning strategy with some ol Ins
leaders for the striking Memphis
sanitation workers
The night air became a bit inn chilly
and his driver began in Instruct the
passenger to bring his overcoal to
ward off the cold on the way to dinner
BEFORE be could give a replj to his
concerned driver, a bullet lore the
stillness of the southern ail leaving
him mortally wounded
The man who laid in the throngs ol

death was Dr Martin Luther King Jr .
who had came in Memphis. Tenn to
help organize support foi the striking
sanitation workei s
The day before he was struck down,
still in the prime ol Ins non-violent
.
lovement. there had been
i uniors thai he wouldn't make it out ol
Memphis
Time seemed ol essence to the
leadei and director ol the Southern
Christian
Leadership Conference
si lii who had been lighting for the
black man s equality since 1956
mi Wednesday April :i. Dr. King
gave his last speech in which lie
seemed to have projected that his

death was in the near future and that
he would meet it with the feeling thai
he had accomplished Cod's work.
"I JUST WANT to clear the air about
the rumors that are circulating
through the air about me." Dr King
said "I fear no man and whatever my
destiny holds for me. because I have
seen the promised land
Did Dr. King know that he would be
traveling his last mile when he reached
the Memphis city limits five year's ago
today'' Why did he take time out to
prepare a speech especially for the
black people to prepare them for the
worst'1

W, far fyPorer. Serf fy*< Operation
LORD of HOSTS.* Zccharwl

PUSH begins
Nixon protest marches
By Scott Scredon
Managing Editor
Operation PUSH I People United to
Save Humanity i has become the major
private economic organization foi
blacks and the poor in America since
the death of Dr Martin Luther King ,lr
Headed by the Rev Jesse Jackson
Operation PUSH has organized
demonstrations today in 100 cities in
the United States to protest President
Nixon's proposed budget cuts in areas

Two events
commemorate
King's death

AMcM^Pr*** **••*•••
April 3, 1968-Di. King addressed 2,000 supporters of th*
sanitary workers strike in Memphis, Tenn. It wos his last
public appearance. Dr. King wos assassinated th* following
evening.

The Black Student Union i BSI
has planned two events today to
commemorate the five-year anniversary of the death of Dr Martin
Luther King Jr
At noon, the BCSU Cospel Chun
will conduct a memorial service al
Prout Chapel.
At 7 pm.. the documentary
movie. "King: Montgomery to
Memphis." a film showing the
highlights of Dr King s life will
be presented in 210 Math-Science
Bldg.
Admission to both events is free
and open to the public

thai could hurl blacks and low-income
people
Paul Walker, public relations
directoi for Operation PUSH, said
there will be demonstrations in
Cleveland and Cincinnati
WALKER SAID if the Nixon budget
is passed in us present form, blacks
and other low-income families will lose
the services ol the Office of Economic
Opportunity, some low-cost housing.
ise ol some daycare centers, and lowcosl legal advising
I'e also said the President's budget
would raise Medicaid costs to persons
living on fixed incomes
The solution to the problem is to
make sure Congressmen don't vote
igainst the Office of Economic
Opportunity and low-cost housing."
Walker said
That is why we're marching in their
cities instead of going to Washington.

D.C

he said

Operation PUSP was founded byJackson after he quit Operation
Breadbasket, the economic arm of the
Southern
Christian
Leadership
( onfcrence 13CLC i
Newsweek said Jackson quit after
failing to obtain a high position in the
SCLC hierarchy
THE NEW organization Jackson
said, would be a "rainbow coalition" of
people, white and black, who would
push for a greater share of economic
and political power for all poor people
in America in the spirit of Dr Martin
Luther King Jr."

PUSP was started on Christmas
Day 1971.
Its main headquarters is in Chicago,
with 10 regional offices throughout the
United States.
One of the group's major concerns
with economic problems of blacks are
those businesses that sell many of their
products to blacks, yet employ very
few blacks and invest little of their
money in the black community
Walker said through PUSP the
black community has
made
contractual agreements with Ceneral
Foods and the Schlitz Brewing Co that
resulted in $105 million in benefits for
blacks.
Walker said PUSP did a survey ol
Ceneral Foods to find the main
recipients of their products
WHEN IT found that the volume of
business in the black community was
heavy, yet employment of blacks was
comparatively light, the companies
agreed to hire more blacks. Walker
said
Pe said a similar arrangement was
made with the Schlitz Co
When Jackson headed Operation
Breadbasket, boycotts were organized
against companies that did not hire
blacks, yet made much of their income
from black consumers
Walker said PUSP survives on
external funding Newsweek reported
that when the organization began,
prominent blacks such as Gary, I ml
Mayor Richard Patcher. actor Jim
Brown and singer Aretha Franklin
gave tens of thousands of dollars to
support its activities

So many other limes Dr King had
been in plans where the expected ' his
death i would have been accounted for
as another act ol the sick society which
he was trying to save
Why were the rumors so prevalent
when he came to Memphis' Did he
actually know thai something would
happen to him
or did he defy
someone's threat and simply carry on
his work wondering himself when he
would lake ins last breath?
tit iiui vibrations from Cod make
this traveling Wizard prepare his
people for the unexpected tragedy they
had been expecting foi so long?
THE BULLET that split the air
found Us target in the neck of the civil
rights leadei At 8 05 that evening.
April 4. 1968 Dr Martin Luther King
Jr was pronounced dead
It had finally happened and with the
violence came the rebuttal of anguish
that put a stranglehold on the black
population for a long time
Cone from the black populations
grasp was the one man who had the exhuberance and zest to keep chugging
when all others wanted to give up.
Cone was the man who gave his life in
trying to attain brotherhood for all
men
Taken from the lace of this earth
was a man who knew the pain and
agony ot lighting for a cause when all
others had given up hope Cone was the
man who won the Nobel Peace Prize in
1964 and who reaped one of his biggest
accomplishments in 1966 when former
President Lyndon Johnson signed the
(nil Rights Hill
"I HAVE witnessed the glory land."
Dr King said in his speech Ihe night
before his death 1 know that 1 will not
get there the same time that you will,
but 1 know thai 1 ha>e done the job that
I was put here to do
The quality, not the longevity, of
one's lite is what is important If you
are cut down in a movement that is
meant to save the soul of a nation, then
nothing could be more redemptive
Well 1 reallj don'l know what will
happen now We've got some difficult
days ahead But it really doesn't
matter with me now because I ve been
to the mountain top
And with those words an element of
continuity was inherited by the black
race to carry on this prophet's work
and turn it into bricks of foundation
and avenues of progress while never
stepping backward into the dark past
Dr King had fought so hard to break
his people away from.
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CELEBRATE OUR RIG 2nd GRAND

"Where Thrifty Shopping i* a Pleasure"

Great Scot

u

r

A

'Inc.

FRIENDLY FOOD STORES

r

A

Great Scot's Own Brand
WE ARE PLEASED TO BE ABLE TO OFFER YOU
WE AT GREAT SCOT PROUDLY PRESENT OUR!
SALE. QUALITY PRODUCTS THAT HAVE BEE!
BY OUR STAFF. IF YOU HAVE NOT TRIED OU1
THIS OPPORTUNITY TO TREAT YOURSELF AN]
QUALITY PRODUCTS AT LOW,LOW PRICES NO\tf
GREAT SCOT STORES!
SEAWAY

BARTLETT
PEARS

$

SEAWAY CREAMED OR W.K.

3/ 1 CORN

BLUE LAKE WHOLE

MltA SEAWAY WHOLE OR SLICED

C /$ 1

GREEN BEANS 3*4/1 WHITE POTATOES^/ 1
SE*WAY
/t4 SEAWAY WHOLE
VAC CAN rt /« 4
PINEAPPLE JUICE S3/*1 SWEET POTATOES 0/ !
A

SHW Y

'

J /ti I SEAWAY FANCY

' C /t1

SALTINES,,4r1 SWEET PEAS „5rl
SEAWAY

P> /Ci SEAWAY

CUT WAX BEANS ,B5rl SPINACH
J /$1 SEAWAY
WHITE CORN
»4r I TOMATOES
SEAWAY

f- 1*4

„5rl
J /C4
$
M34/ 1

DRIGGS ICE CREAM

SUNDAE
CUPS

SEAWAY

SEAWAY

MANDARIN
ORANGES ii oz.

APPLESAUCE

WHIPPED MARGARINE

BLUE BONNET

*39« PINEAPPLE

, 25<

S

SEAWAY

M

$S

303 A /C4J SEAWAY

O /<M

WHOLE APRICOTS W\ TOMATOES
*3rl
SEAWAY SECTIONED
n /C4 SEAWAY
J /C4
GRAPEFRUIT
» 3/* 1 PURPLE PLUMS „4/*1

I-^M.5

_ni£i

0

SEAWAY

■ /t4 I SEAWAY D«K RED

J /$ *

CARROTS 3030/n KIDNEY BEANS„4/ I
&

*«a

SEAWAY

SAUERKRAUT
SEAWAY STEMS I PIECES
MUSHROOMS

i & >*i-

k M SEAWAY

T /<C i

4/*1 TOMATO SAUCE »5/*1
A /«4j
.«.3/* 1 TOMATO PUREE „3/$1
2

O /tl SEAWAY

SEAWAY CUT OR FRENCH

GREEN BEANS
%
SEAWAT BLUE LAKE CUT OR FRENCH

GREEN BEANS
SEAWAI
KETCHUP
INSTMTCOFFEE. .?/. 88

SALAD*

TEA IMS

JhA.

^°°68C

WIIH l-IOMMI'O' COW#OM
OOOR IH*0<MM AWMl • l*V]

T /$1 SEAWAY

3*5/*! MUSTARD
C /$1
*WAY
HIOH CHILI SAUCE
SE

j f*J

„0I4/$1
J /t4
,Jtt4/$1
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Theft, false alarms
reported to police

)PENING WEEK WITH US! SA VE WITH OUR

I

I
%

CM

The theft of a bicycle
belonging to University Vice
President J
Claude
Scheuerman was among the
incidents
reported to
Campus Safety officers last
weekend
Scheuerman reported that
his bicycle was stolen sometime Friday from a rack
beside the Administration
Bldg
The bicycle w.is
reportedly locked to the
rack
A false fire alarm at the
Alpha Kpsilon Pi fraternity
was pulled at about 8 p m
Saturday Four men were
seen running from the
building and into a nearby
car shortly after the alarm
was pulled, but they could
not be identified by
witnesses

1

Trust

AMNGS ON OUR OWN
EAWAY TRUCKLOAD
KITCHEN TESTED"
iFAWAY BRAND-TAKE
OUR FAMILY TO
BAILABLE AT ALL

Sf

^

ANOTHER lire alarm
was pulled Monday in
liromtield
Kill
Police
report that an unknown
person pulled one alarm and
attempted to pull another
The building was not
cleared
A visitor to the University
was arrested early Sunday
morning after a short police
chase on Wootter street
According to police. Gary
Grlmimr, a visitor from
Richmond.
Va .
was
charged with failure to
control his vehicle after he
was spotted driving about 55
miles-per-hour in a heavy
fog

IB.
o\°sC

tl

M-

t**-l
1WAT SLICED

f\ K-4

■TRAWBERRIES„„z 3/ 1
IWAT MIXED
C /$1
EGETABLES
mdl l

m
u»t.

r«

■*•

%

$

OT PIES ...6/ 1

%

1/114

HK BEANS»3 4rl
.WAT BUTTON

RED
SNAPPER

1

. PORK LOIN SLICED

PORK CHOPS

r» /C4

USHROOMS

LB.

4.1. Zrl
USDACHOOST CHOICE

H1H ■>] I k I
TIP STEAK

2^J

L^ IrOl

Preparation for law school will be discussed at a meeting
Tuesday April 10, from 7 15-9:15 p.m. in 110 Business
Administration Bldg
Topics to be discussed include;
-What is legal education all about''
- What can juniors do now to get readyn
-What tools or personnel are available to help now and in
the future''
-Where can academic and vocational assistance be obtained''
-What can be done now and during the summer to get
ready for the Law School Admission Test (LSAT I?
Juniors in the prelaw program who cannot attend the
meeting are asked to contact the business law department
253 Business Administration Bldg

^ |*/W

Wed.
Qt Coke Night

L B.

CHOPPED SIRLOIN PATTIES

RUIT COCKTAIL
^

1

fl K4

2

FILLETS

,.69*

reg. 35«

Tonite 25'
US' 99«

DIKNIIIitl

SLICED BOLOGNA

«. 99*

SMOKED SAUSAGE

On any order
of pizza.

WNHWpu ■ * vwnm

LUNCH MEATS

Domino's
352-5221

Orl

.•

•AWAT

TURBOT

KINGSFORD ■RIADfO

VEAL PATTIES

0RK& BEANS, 4/ 1 r*^Wi?«**'

»

$

IDNEY BEANS

Student teaching applications for winter
quarter 1974 must be
made Monday. April 9.
in the Dogwood Suite.
Union
Required meetings
for applicants will be
held every hour from 15pm

in prelaw program

EAWAT

AWAT LIGHT RED

Applications

Meeting to aid juniors
t*1

AWAT WHOLE

IV was fined fSOO
yesterday in Bowling (ireen
Municipal Court.
An assault and battery
was reported in a room at
Rodgers Quadrangle
involving a woman and her
male companion
According to the report,
the woman was struck by
the man after an argument
She is now consulting an
attorney for possible action
THE UNION Activities
Office <UAOi reported Monday that $150wastaken from
a locked drawer in its office
during the weekend The
incident is under investigation
A resident of
128
McDonald Kast reported
that her purse was taken
from her room Monday She
said til) and various personal articles were missing
from the purse, which was
later recovered in the lobby
of the building

f#

32 «• «l /$i

ABRIC SOFTENER 3/*l
iAWAT
22 02. A /C4
(QUID DETERGENT J/n

/

M

Si

Right here in good ol' Bowling
Green at the 4-D's Club on 7th &
High St. on Saturday, April 7th, from
9:00 p.m. to 12:00 a.m.

AWAT BIG ROLL

APER TOWELS
APKINS»„3/$1 ^
IWAT WHin OR PINK

P /t4

wiAL TISSUES sir I

* you can dig BACKSLIDE
doin' some Boogie and Blues.
* Admission u*
* Free refreshments & swimming!
* Members admitted free

i •& \\*
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atoms

Great Scot
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FRIENDLY FOOD STORES
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Growth groups stress awareness
Two types of growth group
programs and a minority
career
development
workshop will be offered
this quarter by the
Counseling Center
The first group will be
conducted by Dr David
Hathaway.
Counseling
Center psychologist and Bob
Simmons.
Counseling
Center assistant
The group which Dr
I'athawav said is commonly
called a growth group, will
deal with intrapersonal and
interpersonal experiences

"ONE OF THE goals of
the group will be increased
self-awareness."
Dr.
Hathaway said
"Another goal will be increased human awareness."
Simmons added
"People in the group will
be sharing their thoughts,
feelings, and attitudes with
other, people." said Dr
I'athaway
iv said the group is
somewhat of a "free form"
group in that there is no plan
for each session But the
group is also not "free

Delta Sigma Pi
Congratulates
New Officers:
President - Paul Palagyi
Senior Vice Pres. - Rex Abke
Vice Pres.-Pledging Steve Schindler
Vice Pres.-Professional Bob Brown
Secretary - Bruce Cesen
Treasurer - Mike Delman
Historian - Dennis Cherney
Chancellor - Phil Ball
Cei Chairman - Tim Burgee
Communications - Gary Sterle
Correspondent • Steve Paal

form" in that there are
guidelines for participants
to follow when focusing on
interactions
Dr. Hathaway said he has
offered about 20 similar
groups in the past four
years Sizes of the groups
have varied, but the average
number of persons per group
has been about 15. he said
The group will meet every
Thursday this quarter from
2-5 p.m. in the Counseling
Center. 320 Student Services
Bldg The sessions begin
tomorrow.
Interested students should
contact either Dr Hathaway

or Simmons at 372-2081
A SECOND group, called
the "sensory interpersonal
awareness group." will be
conducted every Tuesday
afternoon this quarter from
2-5 in the Growth Room.
Counseling
Center,
beginning April 10.
Leading the group will be
Counseling
Center
assistants Owen Sereno and
Cheryl Morrow.
Sereno said the group will
deal with "tuning into the
environment through the
senses." She said the group
will begin with con-

centrating on
personal
sensory awareness, and will
later concentrate on awareness of others, such as in an
encounter group.
All those interested should
contact either Morrow or
Sereno at 372-2081
The minority career
development workshop will
focus on career decisions
and vocations, and is open to
all minority students.
Conducting the program
will be Simmons; Winston
Maddox. Student Development counselor: and Dr.
James Guinan. Counseling
Center psychologist.

Ccn I Fcmitw
Fcsiuret t-©rp
Corp
Copr "22 G*n

ACROSS

"THE PROGRAM will
discuss the problems and
difficulties encountered in
finding a job. such as
choosing the right major."
Maddox said
"This is the first time this
group has been offered."
Simmons said. He said the
program will include guest
speakers, and rap sessions.
The group will meet every
Thursday from 7-9 p.m. in
the Counseling Center
Interested students should
contact either the Student
Development office, the
Counseling Center, or either
Simmons or Maddox

The pros and cons of an
international federal union
will be discussed tomorrow
afternoon at 3:30 in the
Wavne Room. Union.

Carl
Angelis. field
director of Youth for
Federal Union lYFUi. will
discuss the Atlantic Union
Resolution now before

Congress in his address.
"Internationalism:
Alternatives for the 70s "
The resolution calls for
creating a United States

Work concept talk set
German and Swiss businessmen and a Washington
labor economist will be the
featured speakers at a conference on Flexible Work
Time" Friday in the University Union
The flexible work time
concept, which allows
workers several hours latitude in starting and stopping
work each day without reducing total working time, is
used by more than 2.000
business firms in Europe.
At the conference, the
advantages of the flexible
system will be discussed

Willi f'aller. director of
the K'engstler Flextime
Corporation of Seitingen.
Germany, will present information on the flexible work
time concept
Dr. ECdouard Due of the
Swiss Employers Association in /ui ick will present
pros and cons of the system
as used in Switzerland
Janice Hedges, a labor
economist with the U.S.
Bureau of Labor Statistics,
will then comment on the
application of flexitime in
the United States.
A PANEL discussion by

labor and management
representatives will conclude the program.
There is a M0 fee for the
conference, which is sponsored by the University
Management Center and the
American Society for Personnel
Administration
(ASPA). ASPA members
may attend for $30
The Management Center.
372-2807. has further information
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The meeting will feature more than 80 panels and
discussions on topics ranging from witchcraft to Western
novels and films.
The Popular Culture Association is a national organization
devoted to the serious study of all aspects of contemporary
culture.
The meeting is sponsored by Indiana University-Purdue
University. Indianapolis, and Purdue University. Lafayette
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CAMPUS CALENDAR

TUES., APRIL 10, 1973

Wednesday. April 4. if7s

7:00 P.M.

There will be a meeting (or those who practice
Transcendental Meditation at 1 30 pm in the Tall Room ol
the Union

ANDERSON ARENA

Information and slides retarding Student Teaching in
Braul 1973-74 Rm 301 Educ Bldg . 7 pm

Tickets may be purchased at the University ticket office

Bridge Lessons for students will begin tonight al 7 pm in
Wayne Room of the Union Those Interested may still sign
up at the otfice of the UAO or ph 2 2343 A few vacancies
still remain
There will be a refresher course lor those who have been
taught Transcendental Meditation This will replace this
week's advanced lecture At 7 pm will Life Science
The BGSU Law Society will meet in 001 Panna at 7 15 pen
and show advocate tapes. 'Would we be safer from crime
if we closed down most of our prisons' All interested
persons welcome
Student Education Assoc will meet in the Alumni Room of
the Union at 7 30 pm to discuss instructional media in the
schools Open lo all education majors and those interested

RIDES
Need ride to O U April 6th
Will pay Call Patty. 352

LOST
Lost BGU Class Ring
1174 Reward offered call
352-5663
Found money call 352-0863
alter 4
Lost F Keeshound gray
pup w bl (ace. bi collar
w rabies tag Answers to
Char 352 5366 or 352 8725
Reward
Lost Brown Shag Purse In
105 Panna Reward Rose. 2
3650
HELP WANTED

Applications may be completed at 405 Student Services, April 2-6.
9 a.m.-12 noon & 1 p.m.-5 p.m.

M ,i in"

1

H40

Twenty-seven students, administrators and faculty
members will attend the third annual national meeting of
the Popular Culture Association April 13-15 in Indianapolis.

The SB0 will be conducting interviews for students interested in serving on SB0 Boards &
Positions, Student Arbitration Board, Student
Traffic Board and University-wide committees.

ColUq.
._ off.
Newspaper men:
Abbr.
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37
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52

Sprinkle.
SI Hostile to:
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~K

A K

Get Involved!

M

39

popuiar culture topics

General Admission - *2.00
Cultural Boost Members - M .00

1 1■

I'
Mv
Former roinsof
Riga.
Instrument foij
lulladeer.

f

17

35

Caroual.
,F
s
TM '' '*n.
Brink._
Born: 7r.
River nouth:
Span.
Votive a-ea..
Yellow ftvef
carrier.
Give out i
twagini soind.
Weight.
Pjper
Memorable
While Hous.
dog.

DOWN

Excuse*.

1

Certtin figure.*;
Abbi

Rate*.
Mender of pMi
and pan

React to a joke.
Designate*.

1

Caimbly soil.
"4. Lovely Day
Totay."
Chaige direction.

Tailless.
Not celebrated.
Literate.

Wl: Rom.
Plotted.

delegation to explore with
its North Atlantic Treaty
Organization (NATO) allies,
the potential of a federal
union of democratic nations.
"SENATE ACTION on the
Atlantic Union Resolution
points up an alternative
viewed by political leaders
as worthy of serious and
concrete exploration.
"Yet that alternative is
known hardly at all by the
people at large. YFU-via
activist and socially
concerned young
Americans-hopes to
change
that," Angelis said.
Angelis. 24. was graduated
cum laude from the University of Scranton. Pa.
Pis talk is sponsored by
the Student Activities
Office.

B'dims.

Him: Fi.

smoke.

Federal union talk slated

lull of a foot.

Oklahonu.

Soda adjuncu.
Spanish.
Extreme, ultra:
Slang.
Bestowal of
praise.
Strengthen, in
away.
Gives an account
of.
Passing fancy.
Dictionary hem.
fur short.
On the other
side.
Very fine, fluffy
muss, it of

HELP WANTED Pt time
II am I pm. M-F Apply in
person McDonald s 1050 s
MAIN ONLY Ask lor BUI
Waitress wanted Pagliai s
Puna. Apply in person. 1004
S Main
Ready to hire a houseboy
Call Delta Gamma House.

mtm

Summer |eas maleferklKl

drivers 4 general labor
Female- lo read scales
Genoa area Ph 8554226

Exquisite CAST Iron TEA
POTS done in the classic
Japanese manner
The
Working Pand Cralt Center
515 Conneaut. Bowling
Green
YOUR CI'ANCE TO PELP
BGSU IS COMING
Sign-up this week for SBO
Boards. Committees and
positions 405 St Services
Phi Psi s- Than* for a
roaring good lime' The
ADPis
Molly Mu sure knows how lo
flame The music was
rockin and so was the tea
The Phi Tau s say thanks
DialA-Diet' Call 2-3962 for
anappt Ask for Dr D

Day Care Canter applications being taken for halftime director bookkeeper
and (ull-llme head teachers
New non-profit center to be
opened in Sept • is located in
Bowling Green, contact S
Manson 817 Charles St.
Bowling Green Equal opportunity employer
A married student is needed
as
a
RESIDENT
MANAGER to do minor
maintenance, a limited
amount of bookkeeping, and
lo serve as the rental agent
lor an apartment complex
Apply hi persoe. at 451
Thurslin SI Apt No 201
PERSONALS

Needed Kll apt 73 74
school tear Evening- 352
8513

196? Kiat 124 4 dr sdn Fair
cond Asking 1300 Call 372
3g05 alter 5 pm

LARGE 2 BURM UTS
FOR t STI DENIS NEAR
CAMPUS PP 3S2T365

1965 Kurd Econoline Super
Van 6 cyl sld New tires
alternator tan belt Runs
greal Good ramper 1600
Call 3721554

Need 2 F share bouse spring
353-9232

FOR RENT

POISES 4 APTS FOR
RENT CALL 352 9378
UNIVERSITY VILLAGE
NOW LEASING FOR
SUMMER i FALL FOR
APPOINTMENTS
CALL
352-0164 M W F 1-5 pm

YOUR CHANCE TO HELP
BGSU IS COMING

For Sale 10 x 55 Schult
Mobile Home Many extras
Must Mil bv June' '4 ooo
354-3902 I5J Gvpsv Lane Tr
Ct
10 x 55 mobile home, air
con . 2 bedrms. call 352-7043
after 6 pm

For Rent 2 bed house 2
blocks from campus Imm
occ Call J5J-OJ67
Need 1-2 F summer and or
fall 850 mo Call 3724135
Nice 2 bdrm 10 x 50 mobile
home Across from Towers
Air cond Avail for sum qtr
Responsible persons onlv. no
pets 352 7484

Must sell console stereo
brand new Ph 352-6957

1 F rmmte now Pav from
Apr 15 2nd St 352-7804

Capehart Solid State Stereo
System- BSR turntable
$3S00-cal!3T2-14S2

Apts for Summer 4 Fall
rental I block from campus
call 355-4073 before 5 pm or
353-3143 after 6 pm

For Sale

Manual

type-

writer Call 2 3337

For Sale Pine-wood desk
new. seldom used $20- call
352-0040
71 350 Honda Scrambler
Many extras
71 360
Yamaha Induro After 4.
554-7311
'86 Karmen Ghia- good condition- $500 354 6695 or 147 Dodge Coronet lor sale

Need 2 or :l students lo sublease apt this summer
cheap I' a blocks to campus
call Don 352 5360
Need 2 F* to share house
spring 150 mo Call Gmni

Large

lurn 5 bdrm house 28 It liv
rm w fireplace Lg kit din
area Fully carpeted 5 mi
w of B G Available Mav 1
for sum 4 fall 1300 mo all
util meld 669-7JS2
Roommate needed imm
Close lo campus $110 from
now to June 15 Call 352 7969

Must sell by April 20 Pand
embroidered sheep-skin
coat Call Sue 372-4311

UNIVERSITY VILLAGE
Nov.
| EASING FOR
SUMMER 4, FALL FOR
APPOINTMENTS
CALL
352-0164 M W K 1-5 pm

353 9232

Ideal for students
Betas What a way to start
the quarter The Argyle live
in concert was great'
Thanx Xl's

FOR SALE
ATTENTION COLLEGE
STUDENTS
IN TOLEDO AREA
Open full 4 part-time
positions extending thru
summer with large cor
poralion Wanted men 4
women who think young No
experience needed We will
train at our expense 3 '. l pm
only High pay for those who
qualify
Call Miss Wingatr 255-2010
before 3 pm

Excellent condition bin h.i»
one burnt valve' Best
offer" Call 352 7433 alter
5 30 pm

AVAILABLE IMMEDIATELY 2 bedroom and 1 bedroom apartments Greenview Apartments 352-1195
Apts and rooms (or sum 4
fall Near campus Ph 3527365
HOUSES 4 APTS FOR
RENT CALL 351-8378
Several houses apts and
rooms available (or summer
4 next school term 878-1199

Sl'BLT sum 4 bd apt 1 4 F
850 r-o 2 4289 or 2-4296
Grad student needed to
share 'i house
private
room I block from campus
Avail immediatelv 855 00
352 8244

HOUSES 4V VITS FOR
RENT CALL 352 9378
1 Fmle rnimle needed this
quart Inn CIS 352-5774
860 mo
2 bdrm apt to sublet for
summer
Air
cond
Reasonable 352-0803
1 M rmte needed spr qtr
$50 mo 352/651 John
Needed I M or F to sublet
eff Avail Ma> 1-Aug 31
Call 352-0040or 353-3641

UNIVERSITY VILLAGE
NOW LEASING FOR
SUMMER 4 FALL FOR
APPOINTMENT CALL 3520164 M W F 1-5 pm
Teachers

grad

students

young working people- f urn 2
bdrm apl for summer Ph
3524161 mornings

I Male roommate needed for
spring quarter Call 352-5056

THURST1N MANOR
APARTMENTS
NOW LEASING
FOR SUMMER
AT SPECIAL RATES
phone 352-5435

•"'
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Environmentalists aided
in clean air controversy
WASHINGTON lAP) Eighteen states sided with
environmentalists yesterday
in a Supreme Court showdown over a lenient federal
policy on air pollution.
The issue was brought to
the court in an appeal by
government officials who
cast it as a confrontation between industrial growth and
protection of the environment
The government wants
reversal of a ruling by the
I' S Court of Appeals here
that the federal law prohibits any significant newpollution in air that is still
clean
THE 18 STATES turned
aside government
arguments that such a strict
interpretation of the Clean
Air Act would bring
economic stagnation to
clean areas and choke cities
in increasing pollution
The protection of air resources required a uniform
national requirement of no
significant deterioration."
argues Atty Gen. David L
Norvell of New Mexico in a
fnend-of-the-court
brief
joined by 15 other states
One effect of the government's position. Norvell
said, would be to encourage
the states with air that is
cleaner than federal mini
mum standards to use

Moseley repairs slated
CkMlBg Ihe front entrance of
Moseley fall last quarter u.i*
ordered because of deterioration
due to exposure to the weather and
is not indicative of any structural
problem in the building itself

according to University architect
Richard F Brown
Brown said yesterday that the
Iront steps are in a partial stale ol
collapse because Ihe horizontal
structure of the steps allows water
to accumulate and deteriorate (he
mortar between the bricks

The horizontal structure also
makes it more susceptible to the
effects of the freeze-lhaw cycle."
he added
BROWN SAID the vertical plane
ol the building s walls allow water
to run off which minimizes the
effects of water and the elements
IV added that the same type of
deterioration forced the closing of
Ihe from steps ol Williams I'all at
about the same lime that the
Moseley entrance was closed but

Williams has already been repaired
Brown said his office is
considering plans for "long-range,
not just temporary repairs" to
Moseley fall's entrance I'e also
said a ramp to allow easy entrance
and exit of handicapped persons
might replace the old structure
Several other buildings besides
Moseley and Williams halls are
being studied by the architect's
office to see if any improvements or
maintenance is needed Brown said

Education reform blocked'
The reform of teacher
education is the key to
better schools and is needed
now a National Education
Association NBAl official
has asserted
Dr Roy A Kdelfelt. a
Itafl member ol NEA'l
Instruction and Professional
Development program, said
six problem areas blork (he
road to teacher education
reform
-PROFESSIONAL stud)
in education generallv emphaslxei standard academic

subjects
self-contained
Classrooms inflexible daily
and yearly classroom schedules, use of only a lew textbooks and other materials.
and class lectures and dispensing of knowledge
-Teachers and those preparing to teach lend to be
conformists or are forced
into being conservative,
middle-class models lor the
young to emulate There are
seldom dissenters or pro
testers
- Showing and telling"
are leatured in teacher

Music critique group
starts program tonight
Is Music the Answer"", a listening and discussion group
sponsored by Residence Programs, begins tonight at 8 and
will meei every W ednesday as long as there is interest
The meeting day for the group was incorrectly reported in
yesterday s News
The groups will discuss the inner meanings of music and
what it means to different people It is a musical Experience
for self-awareness and perception-it is not a sensitivity
group saidSyd Scott, a co-chairperson of the program
THE PROGRAM, open to the University community, will
be held from 8-9 30 p m in the Student Courtroom. 460 Student Services Bldg
Participants should bring a favorite album to play and discuss Scott said

education Graduate education courses "almost always
devised by college professors, too often are
shoddily put together, vapid,
dreary
-Most schools are not sufficiently experimental In
innovative curriculum or
new training and staffing
patterns
-Teachers frequently do
not understand the philotophlcal and pedagogical
changes intended in new
curriculum developments.
\s a result, curriculum
projects conceived to engage students in discovery,
inquiry, and applying knowledge tend to wind up as
mere changes in subject
matter presented by the
same methods.
-Little has been done
about defining and demonstrating new teaching roles
"IF PRE-SERVICE and
in-service teacher education
are to prepare teachers for
new developments in curriculum contents, new concepts of school and new
staffing patterns, these six
problems present some
hellishly difficult roadblocks. Dr. Edelfell said.

STADIUM — VU
WEDNESDAY SPECIAL

RIB EYE STEAK DINNER
Tossed Salad, Baked Potato, Roll

Reg. $1.49

Dr. Kdelfelt said education reform must be based
on six assumptions; that
radical relorm of schools
and teaching is needed: that
all segments of the teaching
profession, especially teachers, must be involved at
all stages in the reform',
that instruction and teacher
education must be closely
related:
That teacher education
should be a career-long
enterprise, that teaching
must have a career pattern,
and that parents and stu
dents must be involved in
education reform
HE SAID reform should
begin at the college-university level where responsibility for and control of
teacher education now rests
Among his suggestions
are:
-Organizing
professors
and students into teams that
work in such areas as
changing instruction and
curriculum,
liaison with
public schools, and analysis

and evaluation of how individuals learn and teach.
-Receiving input from the
community and school:
-Better screening of those
who enter teaching;
--Having students of
• teaching participate in a
{variety of living situations.
iso decision-making and
yscholarship would become
more than an academic
matter:
-Emphasizing in-service
education to keep schools responsive to the community.
-Explaining and discussing professional decisions with parents:
-Designing a program for
each student:
-Including
work-study
programs for all students.
-■Establishing
teachereducation schools adjacent
to schools where education
ol teachers could take place
concurrently with the education of students.

lenient controls as an aid to
industrial inducement
"It threatens the
economic security of the
industrial centers ol the nation by making it difficult
for them to compete for new
industry and to develop
stringent regulations to
clean up their existing industry." Norvell argues.
IN APPROVING state
plans that would allow deterioration in high-quality
air. Norvell argued, the
Environmental
Protection

A weekly radio review of
issues in American journalism, produced by University students, will be aired
each Sunday at 10 a.m. on
WIOT-FM
Entitled "Media Under
Glass." the 30-minute show
is the project of a 1971 University graduate. Mark
Scheerer. now news director
atWIOT.
The students working on
the show are enrolled in a
class in interpretive
reporting taught by J Jay
Black, assistant professor of
journalism
The review will focus on
such issues as news bias,
media cooperation
with
news sources, news content
and national press legislation as they relate to the
northwest Ohio area.

BLACK SAID the show is
unique in that it is an electronic journalism review
Most critical reviews have

All Rushees WelcomeCome Break The Bank!

Now Only .99

Across From The Football Stadium

"A state that adopts and
enforces criteria that protects its air quality drom
significant deterioration
subjects itself to an inferior
position in attracting new
industry while subjecting itself to pollution from neighboring states that have not
adopted such criteria." he
wrote

Utah. Virginia, and Arizona earlier filed briefs
siding with the government
in the case Last month,
Michigan filed a brief supporting the environmentalist

Joining in the brief were
Alabama. Connecticut.

been done through the print
medium, he said
The show is expected to
continue after the 10-week
interpretive
reporting
course has ended. Black
said At that time. "Media
Under Glass" will involve

to continue
James W Burgess, junior
(Ed.), has been granted a
continuance until April 10 on
charges of assault and
battery and disturbing the
peace.
The continuance was
granted in Bowling Green
Municipal Court last Friday
at the request of Burgess'
lawyer.
Burgess was
arrested
March 28 in connection with
a disturbance in the
Harshman cafeteria over
the distribution of meal
coupons.

students and faculty in the
School of Journalism, but
will function independently
of any media course
This Sunday's show will
discuss the role of the print
media in the modem world

Woman pleads innocent
A Bowling Green woman has pleaded innocent to three
charges stemming from the shooting of a Findlay man Feb.
12
Lee Fletcher. 23. of 937 N Main St was indicted by the
grand jury for shooting with intent to kill, armed robbery
and blackmail in connection with the wounding of Charles
Holtgroven. 39. of Findlay.
Also indicted by the grand jury on the same charges were
Terry Meeker. 22. also ol 937 N Main St., and Carol Bogart.
senior i AiSi
Meeker was granted a one-week continuance in Wood
County Common Pleas Court yesterday
Bogart has also been granted a continuance.

Hampton House Apts.
Located at 705 7th St.

Burgess case
—
—

NO DAMAGE DEPOSIT
New wall to wall carpeting
1*6 baths
All utilities paid
(except individual electricity)

NOW LEASING FOR
SUMMER & FALL
352-5903 - by appointment only

FIX YOUR OWN CAR!
- Just 6 mm. wast of B.Q. on US Rt 6

Now — the place every do-it-yourself auto
mechanic has been looking for. A dry, heated, fully
equipped garage for your use.

DELTA UPSILON -

Wed. 7:00 P.M.

Florida. Kansas. Louisiana.
Maine. Massachusetts. New
York. North Carolina. Ohio.
Oregon. Pennsylvania. South
' Dakota, Texas and Vermont
Atty Gen William J. Scott
of Illinois filed a separate
brief opposing the govern
ment position.

Media Under Gloss'

His analysis is contained
in the April issue of the NEA
journal. Today's Education.

"CA^PARfY"

Agency has frustrated the
purpose of the Clean Air
Act

Wa> offer thos* convonloncasi
• MY.KAroWOMSMCtS

• SMAU TOOLS AVAHAIil

• KYOMUUC JACK

• MCOMHKSSM

• TKCMNCfJ
• QiCTJKMU

• PORTUUOKMHOBT

• WOW SMC* WITH VISf

• WASH ARIA WITH WCKCTS

• MM STUBS
• MAI MRS
•OtflPU

• VACUUM aEJWCK

• flfCTKIVFa/SAIMI

• TNMuarr

• aTDSOMLKHTS

•OMKNULYZEl

YOU-DO-IT GARAGE
OPEN 9 A.M. 'TIL 11 P.M. 7 DAYS A WEEK

r-

I
I LOW RATES
I '1.00/hour
I
L.

-PHONE 669-7252

DRY STORAGE@
'8.00/month

i

WITH THIS AD
SPECIAL GET
ACQUAINTED OFFER

_M%JKC0WT_

Domino's Prints The Facts!!
1. Domino's offers the finest quality pizza at the same price we offered it 3 years ago.

SRQGtCTTI
TONITE

2. Domino's offers 30 minute delivery service to your door, (fastest in town)
3. Domino's offers more student specials and discounts than any other pizza place in town.
4. Domino's introduced Free Cokes and the GIANT QT. COKE to Bowling Green.
5. Domino's introduced Pizza for lunch, becoming the first pizza place in B.G. to Free Delivery beginning at 11:30 A.M.

Spaghetti

V"* QOrClk'T-Od.

6. Domino's has not raised its prices in 3 yrs. and is now the lowest priced of the 3 major Pizza
places in B.G. (Help us keep our prices down - buy meatless pizzas)

5-9p.m. at PAGLIAI'S .ooi S.tfo.n
The Pizza People, Period.

Call Domino's 352-5221 for the Best Pizza Service in Town.

10/Th. BG N.w. W.dn.,doy April 4, 1973

Ruggers open season big
The Bowling Green rugby
team began its march to a
second straight undefeated
season by sweeping all ol
last weekend's games
The A and B squads shut
out Dayton Saturday. 16-0
and 3-0 while the C team
topped a tired Findlay club.
24-6. Sunday
In a steady rain the BG
ruggers kept up a relentless
attack on the Dayton goalline Only the sloppy field
prevented a scoring rout by

Bowling Green

Stantial penalty kick

"THE WAY WE were
slipping in the mud. we
looked more like a bunch of
five-year-olds on ice skates
for the first time.' forward
John Garlough said
Forward
coach
Tom
I'aigh said.
The praise
really belongs to the forwards because they were
always beating Dayton to
the ball in the loose scrums
Our front row forwards lost
on the strength of a Doug

Back

the ball only twice in the set
scrums "
Winger
Dave Grooms
started the scoring by outraring the Dayton defense to
the goal line Kick f'oover
racked up four more points
when he blocked a kick and
fell on the ball over the goal
line Roger I'amilton and
Mick Dwyer each added four
more points
THE B GAME saw a back
and-lorth battle won bv 111.

coach Rick Griswald had
nothing but praise for Jeff
Gattl, Jim Tremoulis and
Stantial as they put on a
dazzling display in the backfield
On a somewhat drier field
Sunday the C team rolled the
ICOTC up to 18-0 before Find
lay picked up six points on
penalty kicks
BG's first score came
early when captain Scott
I'ummel chugged over the
goal line, dragging several

delenders with him
Rookies Ken Ware and
Ron Conarroe got
four
points each with some fancy
open field running
Eric Rontmus dove on a
loose ball for four points and
Skip Palmer was four-forfour in the kicking department
However, the score may
be misleading since Findlay
had played twice the day before and Bowling Green's C
team was fresh

Capt Masters leads linksmen
By Ed Hobson
Staff Writer

Newiphoto by l.D. FuFlcrton
Yet. the ball finally did come down and when it did, the
A If hail

Bowling Green ruggers did things with it last weekend
against Dayton and Findlay. The A, B and C teams all picked
up victories in the opening games of the season.

Collegiate golf is one of
those strange sports that is
competitive for both the
individual and the team
Bowling Greens linksmen
are extremely conscious of a
team concept of play.
Scott Masters if one of the
main forces behind the style
of team golf played by the
Full cms
IV
and
his
teammates
will
be
in
ColumbtU today, weather
permitting, to play in the
081) quadrangular against
OSU, Ohio I
and Cincinnati
Out of 10 regular varsity
golfers. Masters is the only
senior I'e has lettered three
straight years and has been

elected
captain
teammates

by

his

"BEING THE only senior.
I try to help the freshmen to
mature. '
Masters
said
Most of the other players
on the team are very experienced even though thc>
arc underclassmen
BG s linksmen use a great
deal ol team competition In
belter
their
Individual
games and make each golfei
more alert during practice
Masters explained thai the
idea ni buier team compe
litton helps stimulate each
playei during practice and
gels him in shape tm actual
intercollegiate competition
HE SAID. It always adds
a little extra incentive when

someone is tight on your
heels We've got a lot ol
Ham
spiril
and
are
extremel)
confidenl
ol
repeating
the
MAC
championship
Rather than having his
team just hit halls individually during
practice
coach John Piper has de
used .i system "I competition and games with small
rewards
This system allows the BG
golfer in gel in as much
practice
is he had pre
v iinisK ,imi .iisn supplies the
pressure ol competition
'Competition during practice makes me concentrate ,i
little hauler and lake a little
more nine with each shol
Mastei s said

[] ll'IJ

From puff ball to the Browns
By Fred It Orllip. Sporls Editor
How do you explain ihc phenomenon "t ,i 26 year old man
playing a game called pull hall in his living room"
Pull ball is a miniature basketball game (or kids who like
to plav indoors and can do so without ripping Ihc house
aparl
Tony Kijanko is the 26-year-old pull ball playei who |usl
happens to sland li 5' and weighs 248 pounds The one thing
thai distinguishes him I nun other pull ball players is thai lie
plans in play football nc\i season with the Cleveland
Browns
WHAT does pull hall have lo do with Tony Kijanko or the
Cleveland Browns"
Actually nothing Hut it s the attitude the former Falcon
standout takes about the kid s game that sets the tone lor his
outlook on life
Who says a 26-year-old
man can I play pull hall in
Ins living room il he wants
to"' Kijanko will ask I'e
will tell you thai he doesn't
feel like he is anywhere
close in -*ii years old
It s like the Geritol commercial,
he
laughs
"You're as old as you feel
IE EVER there was a
time Kijanko wasn't lecling
his age it is now Especially
after signing with his boyhood heroes the Browns
Kijanko s road to a tryoul

I was really shocked
Kijanko recalled
After the
draft. I figured it was all over I went through the whole
thine. Imping someone would give an old man a break
Ironically. Cleveland never approached Tony before the
phone call
The guy iKkorichl said. 'I'ow would you like to plav
football lor Ihe Browns"'
Kijanko said
It was like you
wanted lo hear something so bad for so long and finally hear
it I was stunned
\ boyish smile creeped across ins face
"I'VE BEEN A BROWNS Ian since I was live years old' I
had a Browns helinel when I was live The strange thing is
I vc gol Mike Lucci's warm-up jacket that a friend stole
during a game several years ago And an autographed
football from Galen Kiss
I WAS tlu' Browns when I was little We chose up sides
and we were Ihc Browns and the other guys were the Colls I
played foi them i the Browns) THEN "
Bui Kijanko s youthful enthusiasm comes to a peak when
he talks about a Brown named Groza
' My hero was Lou Groza." Tony said "That's who 1 was
when I was htllc because he played offensive tackle I was
I .on the Toe That s why I wore No 76 (also Gm/.i s

number i
KIJANKO RECALLED last Christmas vacation when he
and his wife, the former Sherry Cook, were leaving a movie
Ihealcr in suburban Cleveland only to see Groza gel into the

i .ii next in theirs

with Ihe pros was Idled with
potholes I'e came out of
Parma Valley Forge Pigh
School some eight years ago
to play football at Howling
Green I'e played football.
all right besides getting into
Tony Kijanko
other
extra
eurricular
activities
A play it b> ear attitude about guides earned him a

quick exit-he flunked out
That wasn't his only problem There were girls \iul there
were parents \ confused Kijanko decided lo enlist for three
years in the Vrmv i'e spent 16 months Fighting in Korea and
a total ol two years nine months overall in the service
HE RETURNED TO Bowling Green in IMS a different
man After sitting out a season because ol eligibility
problems Tony became a starter ,ii offensive tackle for Ihe
next three seasons with the Falcons
The last two years he was an honorable mention All M M'
selection But his final season w,i- his best for which he
credits assistant coach Res Dempsey now head coach at
Youngstown Slate
Tony could have graduated last VugUSI and skipped his
final year of eligibility bm he dtdn i
I wanted to stay around to see d I had i chance for the
pros
he said the other night in between settling down
Mandy the Poodle and taking a few shots .it the tiny pull hall
basket on a door
The year before I thought I was coming to a peak
SO KIJANKO FIGURED he had ,i shot at the pros But the
January draft came and went and Tony I telephone ret used
to ring I'e had all but given up hope Then a couple days
later the phone did ring And n was Browns coach Nick
Skorich

5 WEEKS

Self Defense
Course Starting Wednesday
l

April 4,7 p.m.-201 Hayes- 10

For Info Call 354-2795

I wanted logo up and shake Ins hand." said an unabashed
Tony
Imagine going crazy seeing Lou Groza I remember
his l.isi game and when he broke his nose and when he d
make tackles on ihe kickolls It really makes me mad thai
he isn t in the Pall ol Fame They say kickers don't make
Ihe Pall nl Fame Kul he was a great tackle "
\ month ago Kijanko and 29 other Browns first-year men
attended rookie camp in Berea to get more specific orders
ami become acquainted with the system
We're in the hack of the bus figuring out a way to steal a
pail ill swe.iis
Kijanko chuckled
Then they told us to
mi n in the shoes and keep everything else "
HE WAS CLEARLY impressed
Tony explained his boyish elan
When 1 came back itroni the service!. I automatically
turned IK because that's where I left off." he said "I wasn't
going to catch up il 1 was acting my age Being a sergeant in
the \i iny gave in*' a lot ol responsibilities and I guess I kind
nl gut sick ol that
Thai s what makes me excited 1 alwavs loved the

Browns li s ,i boyhood dream
wants lo plav foi

Every knl has .t loam he

Tony said that living out for Ihe learn he always dreamed
ni playing for will give him extra incentive \is,i the Browns
have a new interior line coach Jerry Smith who Kijanko
thinks, wont have pre-conceived Ideas about who should
play and who shouldn't
"HE'LL DO IT the Waj I'empsey did il make his own
judgment." Tony said
Thai makes mj break i bil bettei
"Realistically
I iiuuk I can make it o I m in good
condition II I don i make n II il be because l m nol in
condition Age has nothing to do with li
"You'd better make li
piped in sherry who as the
temporar)
family
breadwinnei
leaches a learning
disabilities class m Lakota while Ton> i- attending >:i aduate
school "That's all the class is waning foi to see you on T\
That's the only way the) II listen to me
"There are guys 36-years-old pi.nine the game and
they're in condition
l'on\ continued
I hope when I go in
I li have ihe host physical and menial attitude I can gel

741 High St.
352-6248
Hrs. 10-12.1-5.7-11 Everyday but Wed.

Bates and Springer Inc.

Vivian named to board
Bowling Ureen hockey coach Jack Vivian has been
appointed lo .1 one yeai lei m on the Board >>t Governors of
ihe American 1 'ollege I'oi kej * ".■< hes \ssot i.tinm
In his four years .it the helm «\ BG's varsit) hocke>
program Vivian has led the Fal< ons i" .< 88*53 K record and
Ihe 1972-73 Central Collegiate r'ockev \ssociation tourna
incut championship

Archer all-league pick
Sophomore delenseman Rogei \i< her has been named to
the lira) learn ol the 1972 73 Central Collegiate I'ockej Vsso
elation all si,11 learn selected in league coai tics The
Sarnia Onl skatei earlier this season was named foi ihe
second time lo ihe( CI'Aall Tournameni learn aftei helping
lead Bowling Green to the championship
Named to ihe second team from Howling Green were
juiiioi forward Mike Bartle) senioi delenseman Chuck
Gyles and sophomore goalie Don Boyd Sophomore forward
Knh Dobek .nut freshman forward John Stewan received
honorable mention

leers honored by house
liiiulini: Green's hocke> team was recenth honored b>
the Ohio I'ouse ft Representatives with a resolution
congratulating the Falcons foi
winning the Central
Collegiate I'ockej Association tournameni championship

THUR. IS STUDENT NIGHT AT
CINEMA I & II. ADMISSION JUST
U.00 WITH STUDENT l.D.

NOW PLAYING
7:30-9:35
Vincent Canoy ol the New Yo'k I "essays

"THE BEST AND THE
MOST ORIGINAL
AMERICAN
^ COMEDY
OF 1972.

WANTED BY A NEW LADIES & CHILDRENS
APPAREL STORE OPENING SOON NEARBY.
EXPERIENCE PREFERRED - TOP SALARIES PAID! Apply in writing, giving full particulars to Box # P.O. BOX 67, Marion, Ohio.

JUNE 15th

Contact Our Rental Agent at

Sports briefs

AND
ASSISTANT MANAGER

(based on A person occupancy)

• Wall to Wall Carpeting
• Central Heat and A/C
•Patio Grills
• Indoor Pool

We had a little added
pressure since we were defending MAC champs and
deleniling northern division
champs
Masters said

MANAGER

LEASING SEPT. 15th-

• lttbtths

After today a iiuadrangular in Columbus ,i make-up
cil last Saturdays rained out
meet-Piper will lake the
players with Ihe six best
scores in I'untinglun lor Ihe

Kids gel the Tony Kijanko I'nii Ball game and play
basketball indoors with all youi friends'
The mothers ol America will hate him

CHERRY HILL VILLAGE
Furnished 2 Bedroom
Suites
only $65
• Facilities include

The
linksmen
finished
lnurih in ihe northern division ol the University ol
Miami Invitational in their
Mil) other action to date

TONY GRABBED THE orange foam rubbei pull ball
(which is about Ihe size ol a Softballi and began shooting
free throws from Ihe couch
Silently he sunk ll straight jusl one short ,d Ihe house
record You had to remembei this was Ihe same Kijanko
who was.in all league basketball playei al \ alley Forge
"It's a great game il you don I ban- anything I" (lo
said
Tony, who has regular contests with Sherry and a friend he
works out with
Can I you just see it now on Saturday morning TV '

NEWLOVE
APARTMENTS
FURNISHED

Marshall Invitational

A GREAT DEAL will bo
learneo. about this year s
link-, iquad after this week s
live da) mail Irip to Ohio
State and I'untington \\
Va

As startling
in its way
as was
The Graduate!"

PC,

The Heartbreak Kid

STAfMVM

t

NOW PLAYING
7:00-9:20
England expected an affaire Caroline gave theii Historv.

Apts at 1470& 1490 Clough St.
$65 Each Student
•Apt 824 6th St: $55 Each Student
ABOVE MENTIONED APTS All 4 MAN
Leasing June 15th to September 15th
$130 00 pei month
Tomorrow Entrrt*inm«nt

NEWLOVE REALTY
328 South Main St.
Phone 353-7381

Sarah Mile* Ion Finch
R chaid Chamberlain

LADY CAROLINE IAMB
John Mills Margaret Leighton Pamela Brown Silvia Monti
Ralph Rnhard>on ..J laurerue Olivier ,.-

